
 
 

·[For Immediate Release] 

 

NetDragon Will Offer Overseas Markets Free Internet Café Management Software – '91 
Cybercafe' 

 

[26 November, 2010 Hong Kong] NetDragon Websoft Inc. ("NetDragon"; Stock Code: 777), a leading online game 

developer and operator in China, will offer its comprehensive in-house developed internet café management 

solution, ’91 Cybercafe’, to overseas markets. ’91 Cybercafe’ will initially be available in Arabic, Spanish and English 

language versions, and is able to integrate the four core functions of operational domain management, terminal 

equipment management, three-level content update, and value-added business promotion. More information is 

available at cc.91.com.  

 

As a leading force in overseas expansion among China online game companies, NetDragon has been offering 

worldwide players a variety of large-scale online games, through which NetDragon has gained a wealth of experience 

in overseas operations and the needs of internet café operators. By using '91 Cybercafe', cafe operators can effectively 

eliminate the risk of incompatibility among various café management products while reducing costs. In the future, by 

utilizing the broad platform of '91 Cybercafe', NetDragon hopes to create an integrated promotion platform for global 

game developers, websites and other enterprises who promote their products or services among patrons of internet 

cafés, thus realizing a win-win solution for content providers, internet café operators and end users.  

 
About NetDragon 

 

NetDragon Websoft Inc. is a leading innovator and creative force in China's online gaming industry. Established in 1999, NetDragon 

has been operating and developing a broad range of MMORPGs since launching its first self-made title Monster & Me in 2002. In 

addition, NetDragon is China's pioneer in overseas expansion, having directly operated its titles in overseas markets since 2004 in 

English, French, Spanish and other foreign languages. NetDragon's game portfolio comprises a range of massively multiplayer 

online games that cater to various types of players and gaming preferences. Current offerings include the games Eudemons Online, 

Conquer Online, Zero Online, Way of the Five, Heroes of Might & Magic Online, Disney Fantasy Online and Tian Yuan. NetDragon 

also has multiple games currently in development, including Dungeon Keeper Online, TRANSFORMERS Online, Doomsday, Cross 

Gate, Legend of the Dark and a new version of Ultima Online. 
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